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Microsecond time-resolved synchrotron x-radiography has been used to elucidate the structure and
dynamics of optically turbid, multiphase, direct-injection gasoline fuel sprays. The combination of
an ultrafast x-ray framing detector and tomographic analysis allowed three-dimensional
reconstruction of the dynamics of the entire 1-ms-long injection cycle. Striking, detailed features
were observed, including complex traveling density waves, and unexpected axially asymmetric
flows. These results will facilitate realistic computational fluid dynamic simulations of high-pressure
sprays and combustion. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1604161兴

imaging capabilities, it is impractical to perform
tomographic-type measurements to interrogate the asymmetric and highly transient sprays, which require many images
taken from various orientations. In this letter, we report the
direct imaging and the quantitative analysis of the GDI
hollow-cone sprays by using x-radiography with spatially extended, monochromatic x-ray beams from intense synchrotron x-ray sources and a recently developed fast-framing,
two-dimensional x-ray pixel array detector 共PAD兲,9 at the
1-BM beamline at the Advanced Photon Source 共APS兲 and
the D-1 beamline of the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron
Source 共CHESS兲.10
The prototype commercial GDI injection system tested
was designed and fabricated for passenger car applications. A
detailed description of the experimental method is given in
previous publications8,10 and in EPAPS Document #2.5 Figure 1共a兲 shows a sequence of radiographic images, each 5.1
s in duration, taken at different instances during the injection: 164 s, when the spray was just exiting the nozzle; 451
s, when the spray started to form a stable hollow-cone; 984
s, when the spray extended to its full range; and 1168 s,
immediately after the nozzle was closed. These images 共and,
even more dramatically, the radiographic animation consisting of a series of 5.1-s snapshots taken every 20.5 s,
included as EPAPS Document #35兲 show striking details in
the dynamic characteristics of the hollow-cone gasoline
spray. These include a ‘‘sac’’ 共small volume of fuel near the
spray leading edge due to transient nonequilibrium pressures
at the instance of the injection pintle lift兲, density waves 共due
to a hydrodynamically driven instability in pintle axial motion兲, heavy asymmetry 共due to pintle asymmetric radial motion兲, and local streaks 共due to nozzle surface finish兲. Each of
these features was amazingly reproducible under identical
injection conditions. The transmission of monochromatic
x-rays through a fuel spray is given by I/I 0 ⫽exp(⫺M M),
where I and I 0 are the transmitted and incident x-ray intensities, respectively,  M is the mass absorption coefficient of
the fuel, and M is the mass of fuel in the beam, given that the
absorption variation through the nitrogen gas is negligible.

High-pressure liquid fuel sprays and their atomization
and combustion processes are the basis of modern internal
combustion engines. Despite decades of intensive experimental and theoretical study,1 much is still unknown about
fuel injection sprays, largely because the fuel aerosols scatter
visible light so strongly that the detailed dynamics of fuel
and vapor mass distribution cannot be readily imaged. Understanding of the fuel-spray physics is essential for the development of improved engines. For example, recently developed gasoline direct injection 共GDI兲, which injects fuel
into the combustion cylinder 共as opposed to the air intake
port兲, has greatly improved internal combustion engine performance because of the capability of precise control of the
injection rate, timing and combustion of the fuel.2,3 Quantitative spray characterization has been difficult because it requires microsecond time resolution of submillimeter-scale
structures in a complex mixture of liquid and gas. Conventional visible light methods are severely limited by optical
multiple scattering from the fuel droplets4 共see also EPAPS
Document #1 for a comparison of visible light shadow graph
and x-radiograph of a GDI spray5兲. Other techniques, such as
patternators, are capable of probing the near-nozzle region,
but perturb the spray and have limited spatial and temporal
resolution.6
X-radiography is an alternative imaging technique. Recently, we used point-by-point measurement of monochromatic x-ray absorption to quantitatively characterize the dynamics and structure of high-pressure diesel sprays with
unprecedented resolution.8 Point-scanning methods are laborious to image spatially extended gasoline sprays, which are
typically a few centimeters across, yet exhibit evolving submillimeter structures. In addition, without two-dimensional
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FIG. 3. 共Color兲 Reconstructed fuel density distribution rings at 820 s with
cross-sectioned slices at 5, 8, 12, and 18 mm from the nozzle.

FIG. 1. 共Color兲 X-radiography of hollow-cone direct injection fuel sprays:
共a兲 snapshots of projected fuel mass at various instances, and 共b兲 snapshots
taken from four different projection orientations at 1107 s.

Thus, the time evolution of the measured x-ray transmission
I/I 0 can be easily transformed into integrated, line-of-sight
fuel mass data at each point in the radiograph. This simple
conversion ensures that the mass distribution measurement is
quantitative and absolute. The droplet size distribution would
not have a noticeable influence on the transmission data.
In order to perform quantitative temporal and spatial
analysis of such complex spray characteristics, images from
several spray orientations were needed. Tomographic-type
x-radiographs, as shown in Fig. 1共b兲, were collected from
four rotational angles 共0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°兲 about the
spray axis to facilitate the deconvolution analysis. Again, the
progression of the spray is shown in unprecedented detail in
the movie of successive frames taken from the four projection directions, as included in EPAPS Document #3.5 However, it was difficult to apply conventional computed tomographic analysis11 and density deconvolution and
reconstruction methods12 to the spatially complex and transient sprays viewed from only four orientations; therefore, a
model-dependent method was developed to reconstruct the
time-resolved fuel distribution. Given that the fuel-density
distribution was not homogeneous along either angular or
radial directions, two steps of iterative fitting models were

FIG. 2. 共Color兲 Computed fuel mass distribution obtained by fitting the
experimental data 共circles兲 with mass deconvolution models 共lines兲 at 820
s and 8 mm from the nozzle at four projection orientations: 0°, 45°, 90°,
and 135°. The fitting procedure is discussed in EPAPS Document #2 共see
Ref. 5兲.

used. First, an asymmetric cone was constructed based on the
obvious irregular deviations from symmetry around the spray
axis, taking advantage of the multiple images taken at various rotational orientations. Second, details of local structure,
in the form of several density peaks, were then added to
constitute a more complete model. Finally, the integrated,
line-of-sight mass profile of the model in each of four projections was fit to the four transmission curves collectively.
The detailed analysis method and reconstruction algorithm
are discussed in EPAPS Document #2.5
Figure 2 displays a cross section of the fully developed
spray cone as obtained from the deconvolution regression. It
is apparent that the fuel density and the cone wall width vary
around the ring. The greatest difference in density is a factor
of 10. The variations in the radius of the ring indicate that the
cross section of the spray cone is not perfectly circular. Differences of up to 0.8 mm occurred in the cone wall thickness,
showing the strong angular dependence of these parameters.
Also present are clear localized peaks with which the reliability of the four deconvolution fits can be verified.
Figure 3 shows the cross-sectional density distribution
reconstructed from the calculated matrix at four distances
(l⫽5, 8, 12, and 18 mm兲 from the nozzle, at 820 s after the
start of injection. The radii of the rings increase farther from
the nozzle, corresponding to a well-developed hollow cone
even 5 mm from the nozzle. This observation clarifies the
confusion about the hollow-cone development based on measurements using visible light techniques, where light scattering near the nozzle precluded inference of an unambiguous
conclusion.7 The averaged diameter (r̄) of the hollow cone at
each location reveals the true cone angle 共full兲 to be 66.2° at
this time instance. The average fuel density is greatest near
the cone and falls as the spray progresses outwards. However, the maximum density of 105  g/mm3 at only 5 mm
from the nozzle is much lower than the liquid density of the
test fuel blend 共840  g/mm3 ), indicating that the fuel had
already undergone atomization. A similar result was found
for diesel fuel sprays8,10 but under much higher injection
pressures 共typically ⬎50 MPa兲. The physical existence of the
localized density peaks is further substantiated by their con-

FIG. 4. 共Color兲 Fuel density distribution rings at 12 mm from the nozzle at
various instances.
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TABLE I. Parameters associated with the fuel distribution at various cross
sections of the fuel spray at 820 s.
l
共mm兲

r̄
共mm兲

 0 max
(  g/mm3 )

 0 min
(  g/mm3 )

d max
共mm兲

d min
共mm兲

AM
共%兲

5
8
12
18

4.45
6.45
9.13
12.92

105
55.8
74.3
69.0

11.7
10.1
6.37
4.78

0.45
0.70
1.28
2.00

0.28
0.32
0.80
1.25

11
13
17
22

stant angular positions in rings at different distances from the
nozzle. Parameters from the fitting procedure, including the
peak fuel density,  0 , show a diverse irregularity and are
summarized in Table I, where the spray wall thickness d is
defined by (  1 ⫹  2 ) (  1 and  2 are the values of outer and
inner Gaussian half-width, respectively, see EPAPS Document #25兲, and the asymmetry A M of the distribution is defined as 兩 M 1 ⫺M 2 兩 /(M 1 ⫹M 2 ). Here, M 1 and M 2 are the
integrated mass values on each side of the ring separated by
the dashed line in Fig. 3.
A time series of the cross-sectional fuel density at 12
mm from the nozzle is presented in Fig. 4 at 349 s, when
the spray front just passed the 12-mm mark, 820 s, when
the stable hollow-cone formed; 1148 s, when the nozzle
was closed; and 1271 s, when the trailing edge of the spray
was to arrive at the 12-mm mark. Not only does this show
the time development of the hollow-cone average diameter,
but the complexity of the spray dynamics is apparent and the
asymmetry of the spray persists over the entire injection period. Although the local fuel density distribution varies rapidly, the overall asymmetry shows a large fraction of the total
amount of fuel was delivered to a limited solid angle. For
example, the amounts of fuel during the injection delivered
to the halves separated by the dashed mark in Fig. 4 differ by
55%. This observation indicates that the pintle opened asymmetrically throughout the entire injection process. This
asymmetry is more clearly shown in an animation of time
evolution of the deconvoluted fuel cross-sectional distribution at 15 mm from the nozzle 共EPAPS Document #3兲.5 The
severe asymmetry may result in uneven combustion and high
particulate matter and NOx emissions since uniform air/fuel
mixing cannot be achieved. Spray symmetry is considered a
key requirement for GDI engines to reduce fuel droplet size
in order to increase fuel dispersion and to facilitate full atomization of the fuel before ignition.3 The time-resolved,
quantitative three-dimensional 共3-D兲 information on the
asymmetry and many abnormalities of the sprays revealed in
this work, which we have found common to currentgeneration injectors, may help to explain deficiencies in
combustion.
To summarize, the quantitative x-radiographic measurement provides the time-resolved spatial distribution of fuel
mass, whether in liquid or vapor form, in a highly transient
GDI spray, which has been otherwise difficult to measure in
this optically dense near-nozzle region. We also believe that
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a more comprehensive understanding of the factors affecting
the transient fuel density distribution due to fluid instability
in the system will enable the development of more realistic
and complex fluid-dynamic models of the spray. This is important since experimentation with an actual engine is a
lengthy and costly process. To emphasize the generality of
this study, the methodology demonstrated here is also suitable to study the fluid dynamics of other high-speed liquid
sprays in situations that do not readily lend themselves to
analysis by optical methods, such as in dense plasmas, spray
coaters, and ink-jet apparatus.
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